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Abstract
Early “Modern” dentistry has always included an element of appearance of the anterior zone, early on providing different sets of complete dentures: for appearance, and for function. In the last 3 decades esthetic/ cosmetic dentistry has been identified by patients as profession capable of correcting and creating more attractive smiles.

The presentation provides a brief historical perspective of the veneer restoration, and the evolution of the procedure, the materials, and the techniques. Staring with prefabricated resin veneers the treatment advanced to using ceramics and correcting smiles by minimally invasive procedures. With different ceramic materials, good dental technicians, and a good bonding regimen, veneers should be considered a reliable restoration which can last for a significant period of time. More recently CAD-CAM systems demonstrated a reasonable ability to mill thin veneers (0.5 mm) with acceptable anatomic and esthetic results.

Learning Objectives
1. Attendees will refresh their concepts of the veneer restoration
2. The presentation will review ideas for creating long lasting veneer restorations
3. Certain clinical ideas will be provided in detail to ensure success with this restorative procedure
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